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Admissions
changes postCorrick Center
BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

PHOTOS BY CHRIS FRANZ • chrisfranzphoto.blogspot.com

Water Plant Supervisor Kris Knudson takes a look inside one of the ozone tanks at the Moorhead Water Plant. One of the two softening basins at the Moorhead
Water Plant is currently active. The current water supply is using 50 percent river water and 50 percent well water.

BY JOHN ENGER
engerjo@mnstate.edu

Drinking water, like nearly
everything else in Moorhead, is
affected by rising flood waters.
“I was eating this green
apple and it was so pure,” said
sophomore Weston Honkomp,
“then I took a swig of water
and it just tasted terrible. After
that clean apple it seemed really
funky. It’s just flood season. I
noticed the same thing last year.”
Over the last three flood seasons,
there have been complaints about
the taste and odor of Moorhead’s

drinking water, but no one knows
exactly what causes the smell.
“One of the unfortunate things
is, we have had some taste and
odor issues over the last three
years in the flood,” said Troy
Hall, Moorhead public service,
water division manager. “We
don’t know exactly. We haven’t
pinpointed what it is, but it is
some sort of organic compound
that isn’t broken down by our
ozone treatment.”
The aforementioned ozone
treatment consists of pumping
WATER, BACK PAGE

In light of the recently closed
Corrick Center, administrators
have
revamped
MSUM’s
admissions
process
with
individualized review.
“It’s not completely new,” said
Ted Gracyk, chair of the Task
Force on Student Graduation and
Retention Rate Improvement.
“We have established criteria
for
automatic
admission.
(Individualized review) is for
students who apply, but do
not meet those criteria; that
their applications are reviewed
anyway, but they’re reviewed on
a one-by-one basis.”
Gracyk said the other main
change is that students admitted
by the individualized review
process will be provided with
additional services to help them
adjust to their first semester of
college.
“The primary difference is that
we are being more consistent
in the selection,” Gracyk said.
“And we’re trying to be more
consistent in the selection to find
the evidence that the student is
likely to succeed in a four-year
university.”
Some of these services include
a 15-credit cap on the students’
first semester, a mandatory twocredit study skills class and more
frequent adviser meetings.
“Our goal,” said Denise
REVIEW, PAGE 6
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Nemzek volunteer site opens
BY ERICA KINGSTON
andereri@mnstate.edu

CHRIS FRANZ • chrisfranzphoto.blogspot.com

Moorhead volunteering at Nemzek had a slow start on
Tuesday.

With spring finally in sight, so comes nicer
weather and the awaited disappearance of snow.
But spring brings consequences as well: rising river
levels.
After many delays, Nemzek opened as the
volunteer center for those helping build sandbag
dikes throughout Moorhead.
Volunteers register and sign-in at Nemzek and are
driven in vans to one of the eight Moorhead zones
said Greg Lemke, MSUM director of public safety.
“The volunteer center allows the processing of
volunteers so that the city of Moorhead can qualify
for reimbursement of flood related costs through
FEMA,” said Jeff Goebel, physical plant manager
at MSUM. “The number of volunteer hours are
counted as part of the city’s portion of expenses for
the flood.”
MSUM’s public safety had been told five times to

start the sandbagging process only to have the request recanted
due to weather.
“There will be no more delays,” Lemke said. “River levels
have changed to be 37 feet by the weekend.”
The river is not as high as in 2009, meaning less homes are
in danger.
“Two hundred ninety-nine Moorhead homes are in need
of sandbag diking this year,” Goebel said. “This represents
a significant reduction from 2009 where over 400 homes
required sandbag dikes.”
Al Breuer, safety administrator, is in charge of ensuring a
smooth operation at the volunteer center in Nemzek.
Compared to the 2009 turnout in Nemzek, volunteer
numbers were minimal on Tuesday, the center’s opening day.
The hours of operation are 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. now until Friday,
but Lemke said it may stay open through Saturday.
For detailed information and daily updates on city news
conferences and river levels, visit the city of Moorhead’s
website at www.cityofmoorhead.com/flood.
To read more from this writer, view her blog at
ericaeanderson.blogspot.com
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ampus
alendar

4.7

4.7-4.13

10a.m.-4p.m. Celebrations of
Nations
10a.m.-2:30p.m. Dragon Fire
Promo
11a.m.-2p.m. Group and Team
Communications

4.8

7:30-9:30a.m. Breakfast
Meeting
8a.m.-5p.m. Celebration of
Nations
8a.m.-10p.m. Dragon Fire Run

4.9

8:45a.m.-4:45p.m. Celebration
of Nations
10a.m.-4p.m. Digital Story
Workshop
10a.m.-3p.m. Expanding Your
Horizons Workshop

4.10 Noon-10p.m. All Campus Video
Game Tournament
2-3p.m. The People
4.11 10a.m.-2p.m. SW 450 Health
and Resource Fair
4.12 11:30a.m.-1:30p.m. Charity
Team Marathon Recruitment
2-3p.m. Resumes for The
Helping Professional
3-4p.m. College Success
Workshops
5-8p.m. Dragon Days Testing
4.13 8a.m.-2p.m. Dragon Days
3:30-4:30p.m. College Success
Workshops
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MSUM Briefs

Obama, GOP prep
shutdown plans

Sorority serves
philanthropic
breakfast

Government leaders are
taking the threat of a shutdown
seriously.
The White House has instructed
agency officials to share details
of shutdown contingency plans
with top managers, while the
GOP will begin distributing
pamphlets to lawmakers about
how a shutdown will work.
House Speaker John Boehner
has rejected the Democrats’
proposal of $33 billion, saying
it is “not enough.” He will
meet President Obama at the
White House Tuesday, but will
arrive late, after the meeting has
already started.
The Washington Post says that
in order for a shutdown to be
avoided, a deal must be made by
Tuesday night.

Hague Court:
Gaddafi Planned
Civilian Killings
Civilian deaths weren’t just
collateral in Libya’s increasingly
bloody civil war, a prosecutor
says: They were part of a plan set
in motion by Muammar Gaddafi.
Luis Moreno-Ocampo, a
prosecutor with the International
Criminal Court in the Hague,
says he has evidence that as
protests riled Egypt and Tunisia,
Gaddafi’s regime drew up plans
to shoot civilians if similar
demonstrations broke out in
Libya.
Moreno-Ocampo,
who
made headlines in 2008 for
his controversial decision to
charge Sudanese President Omar
al-Bashir with genocide, will
present a report to the U.N. in
May and is expected to seek
warrants soon afterward. The
ICC also wants to speak with
Musa Kusa, a former Gaddafi
confidant who defected over
civilian deaths.

The MSUM Theta Nu
chapter of Delta Zeta Sorority
is hosting an all-you-can-eat
philanthropic benefit breakfastdinner of pancakes, sausage,
eggs and fruit juice Thursday,
April 14, from 5 to 7p.m.
The event is being hosted
by the sorority to raise money
for The Painted Turtle Camp,
which is part of the late actor
Paul Newman’s Association
of Hole in the Wall Camps.
This aforementioned camp is
considered by many to be the
finest multi-disease children’s
medical camps and family care
centers in the world.
The Painted Turtle Camp is
an organization that is a safe
and secure haven for children
suffering
from
chronic,
potentially life-threatening,
and terminal illnesses, and was
set as a national philanthropy
by Delta Zeta in 2006 and
receives thousands of dollars
each year from the sorority’s
many nationwide chapters.

Eurospring
information

There will be an information
meeting for students interested
in Eurospring 2012 at 9 p.m. on
Monday in CMU 203. Please
stop in with your questions.
Contact haak@mnstate.edu for
information.

Student
organization leader
of the month

The Student Organization
Advisory
Committee
is
pleased to present Megan
Boie with the April/May
Student Organization Leader
of the Month Award. Megan
Boie was nominated for her
commitment and efforts toward
Communicators in Action.

$3.00
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Security Update
Director of Public Safety

Greg Lemke
Two
individuals
were
referred to campus judicial for
smoking outside South Snarr
on March 31.
A student reported a stolen/
missing textbook from the
Center for Business at the
Public Safety building on
March 31.

An alcohol violation was
filed on the south side of
Murray Commons on April 2.
One individual was cited by the
Moorhead Police Department
for minor consuming and
warned for false ID. The
individual
was
referred
to campus judicial for both
violations.

The burglar alarm sounded at
the bookstore on March 31. The
building was cleared by the
Moorhead Police Department
and the alarm was reset.

Four
individuals
were
cited by the Moorhead
Police Department for minor
consuming and were referred to
campus judical on April 2.

A male reported his laptop
and power cord stolen from the
second floor of the CMU on
March 31.

A male was seen urinating
in public near South Snarr on
April 2. He fled on foot when
Public Safety approached. The
individual was later located in
Nelson and was cited by the
Moorhead Police Department
for minor consuming and
urinating in public. He was
referred to campus judical for
both violations.

A
marijuana
odor
investigation occured on
March 31 in Holmquist. One
individual was cited by the
Moorhead Police Department
for possession of drug
paraphernalia. Five individuals
were referred to campus
judicial for alcohol violations
and drug/narcotic violations.
A suspicious male was
reported in Weld on April 1.
He was located and warned
not to return or he would be
trespassed. The subject was
escorted off campus.
A vehicle was vandalized in
Lot P on April 2. The tires were
slashed and Public Safety has
no suspects.

A male was reported being
harassed in South Snarr on
April 2. One individual was
referred to campus judicial for
harassment.
On April 2, a subject in
Holmquist reported being
assaulted in Fargo but refused
to contact the police.
One individual was referred
to campus judicial on April
3 for alcohol violation in
Grantham.

A&E
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Sleeping in Gethsemane, Fargo success story

Local three-piece
instrumental band
has gained local
popularity and
toured Europe.
Submitted photo by Ryan Bergen • www.ryanb.ca

BY ADAM HANSEN
hansenad@mnstate.edu

Sleeping in Gethsemane is
not a typical Fargo band.
Made up of guitarist
Brandon LaPlante, bassist
Brandon Schiwal and drummer
Shane Heilman, Sleeping in
Gethsemane’s members have
worked to create a sound all
their own: a highly technical,
driving instrumental style.
“It definitely was not a
conscious decision we made,
to be an ‘instrumental’ band,”
Schiwal said. “We intended
originally on not only having
vocals, but being larger than a
three-piece.”
Instead, the evolution into
an instrumental band was an
organic movement.
“It came about naturally from
all of us playing and writing
together,” LaPlante said. “We
had a different idea of what we
would sound like when we first
started playing, but in our first
few months of playing together

our songs developed into what
we are today, and we all loved it
so much we just stuck with it.”
The instrumental drive and
intensity found in their music
translates well into their live
show. While some instrumental
bands seem bland in a live
setting, Sleeping in Gethsemane
breaks the norm. Not only
do they perform their songs
accurately, they bring a great
level of energy and excitement
to the stage.

“

Accomplishing something
that you have been told will
never happen in your entire
life really makes you realize
what you are capable of if
you put your mind to it.
Guitarist Brandon LaPlante

Although Fargo may not
be a great launching pad for
a band starting their musical
career, it hasn’t stopped
Sleeping in Gethsemane from
accomplishing some impressive
feats. Last year, they toured
throughout
Europe
with
the French band Sugartown
Cabaret.
“(It’s) a feeling that is hard
to express,” LaPlante said.
“Accomplishing something that
you have been told will never
happen in your entire life really
makes you realize what you are
capable of if you put your mind
to it.”
Sleeping in Gethsemane is
currently preparing to write and
record their first album since
their 2009 release, “Burrows.”
In the meantime, their music
and information can be found
at
either
www.facebook.
com/Sleeping.in.Gethsemane
or
www.myspace.com/
sleepingingethsemane/music.

MSUM actress goes to England
BY ANDREW JASON
jasonan@mnstate.edu

Theater
major
Caroline
Stommes is going to join the likes
of famous actors Brian Cox, Fiona
Shaw and Jeremy Irons when
she attends the British American
Drama Academy. Stommes will
attend the month-long class on
Shakespearian drama in Oxford,
England from July 29-August 20.
“The reason I liked the program
is on Wednesdays you get oneon-one time with your teachers,”
Stommes said. “That’s really
great because they have the best
teachers there. A lot of time they
have celebrity guest teachers.”
Any students who have attended
MSUM theater performances
are sure to recognize Stommes.
She has appeared in numerous
plays and musicals including

Desdemona in “Othello” and Janet
in “The Rocky Horror Show.”
Stommes loves all aspects of
theater but is especially passionate
about musicals, making her
emphasis in musical theater.
The journey taking Stommes
to Oxford started long before
MSUM; in fact it started even
before she was even born.
Stommes’ father was very into
acting and her mother taught
piano, so Stommes grew up with
theater in her blood.
“When I was like six I went to
a private school for seven years
and it was very much involved in
theatre,” Stommes said. “For as
long as I can remember I’ve been
performing.”
Stommes first heard about
BADA through a professor after
expressing interest in studying
Shakespeare. She decided she

wanted to go to England to study
Shakespeare. She first had to send
in her application with a headshot
and resume. Afterwards she had
to travel to Chicago just for an
audition.
Once in Oxford, the program
will mainly focus on exercises.
The students will not be working
on a full show, but rather working
on their individual talents.
“The whole point of the
program is to pinpoint your skills
and enhance them and pinpoint
what you need to work on to help
you grow,” Stommes said. “It’s
all about making you a better
actor.”
Stommes, a junior, plans on
moving to Los Angeles after
graduation and hopes her name
will be among the greats who
have attended BADA.
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Advocate Editorial Board
Choice of military tribunal
sacrifices principles
President Obama’s decision to prosecute alleged 9/11
planner Khalid Sheikh Mohammed by military tribunal
instead of by civilian federal court is an unfortunate
display of cowardice that sets a dangerous precedent.

What Republicans
really care about

Initially, the Obama administration promised to follow
standard procedure by trying Mohammed in New York
City. After a long struggle with Republicans and even
some Democrats, Obama has decided the trial is to be
held at Guantanamo, a base he promised to close during
his presidential campaign.
The argument against prosecuting Mohammed in the
traditional way is that it would be too dangerous and
expensive. The actual effect of the decision is to establish
a second tier of the justice system, one to be used when
the United States is afraid.
This isn’t the first time we’ve failed to act in
agreement with our values, and it isn’t even the first
time Mohammed has been involved. In 2009, it was
reported that he was tortured 183 times in one month
by the “advanced-interrogation technique” known as
“waterboarding.”
Sacrificing a principle as fundamental as our
commitment to justice out of fear is an embarrassment to
the United States and an encouragement to terrorists.
Barack Obama was voted into office in a landslide
victory because of actions like this carried out by the
previous administration. It’s unacceptable for him to
concede this issue so easily.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They should be typed and
must include the writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday
and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Enter for a chance to
win a drawing with over

Stop in to our 409 Main Ave. shop before 4/20 to
enter for the drawing. On 4/20 almost everything
on sale and free rolling papers of your choice.
No purchase necessary.

www.mellowmood.com
Moorhead | East Grand Forks | Detroit Lakes

Glassblower owned
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BY MATT LECH
lechma@mnstate.edu
The working thesis of
fiscal conservatives is that
Republican-proposed budget
cuts are a bitter pill our
indebted country needs to
swallow. This sort of financial
responsibility sells itself as the
thinking-conservatives excuse
for voting for Republicans. It’s
a delusional one.
Of course, there are reasons
to vote Republican. A voter
who thinks outlawing abortion
should be the government’s top
priority should by all means
vote Republican. A voter
concerned with the national
debt, however, should not.
Republicans don’t really
care about the national debt.
Their concern is to cut taxes,
especially for the rich. This is
actually very easy to prove.
Imagine, for a moment,
that congress could halve the
expected deficit 10 years from
now by doing nothing. That is
the opportunity the expiration
of the Bush tax cuts presented,
but Republicans refused to pass

an extension on unemployment
benefits unless the tax cuts
were extended.
The fastest way to lose a
conservative audience is
to say that we need to raise
taxes – especially on the rich.
I understand that. It doesn’t
make it any less true.
A (surprisingly true) statistic
that has been floating around
recently is that the 400
wealthiest Americans have
more wealth than half of the
entire United States. This is
a trend: since 1979, the top 1
percent has seen their income
increase by 281 percent, while
the middle 20 percent has seen
theirs increase by only 25
percent. Over this time, federal
taxes dropped to historically
low levels, and it is causing the
middle class to shrink.
Search Google (or Bing) for
images of the term “middle
class” and you’ll see a lot of
pictures of 1950’s America.
There’s a reason the middleclass prospered during this
time: a 91 percent income tax
on any income above $300,000.
This top marginal tax rate
was during the presidency
of Dwight D. Eisenhower,
who ran for president on a
campaign crusading against
“Communism, Korea and
corruption.” Under our current
socialist president, this tax rate
is 35 percent.
Republicans are cashing
in
on
a
fundamental
misunderstanding about the
national debt. The effect
that funding for the Special
Olympics, National Public

Radio, reproductive health and
all other programs Republicans
consider “wasteful” is largely
irrelevant. It’s the part of the
budget called “non-defense
discretionary spending,” and it
makes up just over 10 percent
of the budget.
On the other hand, a quarter
of the budget is spent on the
military. According to Miriam
Pemberton of the Institute for
Policy Studies we spend nearly
$700 billion each year on
military spending. That number
that makes Obama’s stimulus
bill, which spent around half
of that per year, a lot less like
socialism and a lot more like
frugality, especially under the
circumstances.
“But,” a conservative wmay
object, “we need a strong
military because we are under
a constant threat of terror.”
It isn’t surprising that we put
more money into the military
than the next country, which
is China. More surprising is
that we could cut our military
spending by 87 percent and still
spend more than China.
The real “bitter pill” in this
debate comes in the form of
taxes. Republicans have no
basis for presenting themselves
as the party serious about cutting
the deficit. Conservatives are
acting like petulant children
when it comes to income tax.
It’s time we start treating them
like it.
To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
mattlech.blogspot.com
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Free from advertising and shaved legs

BY BIBHUSHA KARKI
karkibi@mnstate.edu
April 2 was a world event
in the rest of the parts of
the world. It was the Cricket
world cup. The U.S. is not only
isolated in terms of geography
but also in terms of games.
The rest of the world calls
soccer “football” and has
world cups whereas up here
soccer is limited to schools

and soccer moms. Similarly,
cricket is like baseball except
with a flat bat and a flat pitch.
The rules are almost similar.
Coming back to my point
now, it was the World Cup
Finals between India and Sri
Lanka. People were divided
and a lot of bets were taking
place. My bet was if Sri Lanka
won, my friend, would have to
wear heels and walk a block
from his apartment. If Sri
Lanka lost, I would have to go
to the gym without shaving my
legs in my half pants.
When the game ended it was
me who lost the bet. I was
terrified! Having already given
my word, there was no choice.
I needed courage so I turned
on my mp3 player to “Beat
it” by Michael Jackson and
went in. People were busy in
their workout machines, eyes
glued in the screen, ears in the
company of headphones. But

some people were horrified. I
would have reacted the same
way too if I had seen a hairy
legged woman walking around
in shorts. Although mute, their
body language expressed a lot.
Instead of fleeing away from
the gym I was experiencing
freedom. The feeling of not
having to worry about body
hair is amazing! It was a
foreign experience which guys
get to experience all the time!
But women are terrified. I
found out the trend of hair
removal started from Gillette
advertisements.
Soft-non
hairy skin looked way more
attractive. As the new change
was adopted the whole idea
of embracing womanhood
changed into transformation
towards pre-pubescent girls.
Humans have been able to
reach the moon, go underwater,
talk across the world etc. Yet
the idea of a woman walking

around unshaven is so hard
to adjust to! Diamond rings
are claimed to be forever, not
love and respect. Artificial
creams are supposed to make
one beautiful not the inner
beauty of a person. Everyone
here shares the American
dream; no one dreams about
helping poor except Mother
Teresa. According to the New
York Post, Rutgers University
recently paid Jersey Shore
“star” Snookie, $32,000. The
fee was $2,000 more than
to the Nobel Prize-winning
author Toni Morrison. Snookie
is a person who classified her
ethnicity as Tan. (Jersey shore
season 2) Yes! I watched it to
know more about her.
All of us, including the
education system are tilted
more toward the pop-culture,
advertisement world. Whatever
the media shows us we take it
as “happening.” But what kind

of people are we if we are
so completely controlled by
advertisements. We used to
make advertisement but now
I think advertisements make
us. Or are the advertisements/
media secretly colonizing the
world? I guess, soon instead of
nuclear weapons, media could
be the major threat to us as
they could brainwash us all!
It made me wonder what kind
of education system we would
need to be “not-colonized.” As
Mahatma Gandhi said, “Be the
change you want to be.” I will
from now onwards be walking
around in my unshaven legs
and shave to my desire, not
with the fear of what the rest
of world will define me as.
This would be my way to be
not-colonized from the razors.
My way to be my own person.

Flood fight a call to arms

BY ROSS PETERSON
petersonro@mnstate.edu
Disclaimer: The following
article is satire in an effort to

persuade the student body to
sandbag. I want to bring this
to your attention immediately
so I don’t get my usual host
of angry emails. That being
said ...
I’m fighting on the flood’s
side this year. Too long have
we, the students of MSUM,
sat in our dorms and allowed
the efforts of the city to go
full-force. I ask for a call of
duty to MSUM as we fight on
the side that always wins, the
glorious red river will become
one with the Fargo-Moorhead
area this year, and we will
gladly embrace it with open
arms!

This week, the flood is
projected to rise above 30 feet,
pitiful considering the record
breaking flood that closed the
school two years ago reached
44. With increasing warmth
in the forecast for the week,
fitting as it is finally spring,
the rivers rise may be unabated.
Nothing will hold back the rise
of a new power that is the
flood!
Last night, when I traveled
to the place where dreams are
born, I dreamt that I was a rebel
leader that commanded the
Fargo-Moorhead population to
join in a call for arms. We all
banded together at City Hall,

and marched back to our homes
to retrieve every garden hose
in the county. Somehow the
garden hoses were miles long,
as we placed them one by one
into the red river. Turning on
every hose at full blast, our
fool proof plan had worked
as the river rose to 50 feet in
a matter of seconds. Classes
were canceled and I was able to
go back to St. Paul in glorious
victory. I believe this was a
call from a higher authority,
to band together and make the
flood happen BIG time.
In all seriousness, the flood
is winning and we are losing.
The river is rising and already

major roads are projected to
be closed. Property damage is
not a laughing matter, as well
as the fact that our seniors will
have difficulty graduating on
time if classes are canceled.
Online classes can be fun and
preferred, but the consequences
of school closing are a major
hindrance and inconvenience to
both students and faculty. This
flood should be considered
seriously, and we must all
do our part in preventing any
further flooding. Fight for
your school. Please sandbag
and together we can defeat the
flood.

Do you think
interesting
thoughts?
Share them with
other college
humans.
Contact Matt at
lechma@mnstate.edu

Illustration by Tate Mlady

Features
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MSUM undergrad, alumnus head to grad school
Two students share their journeys to higher education
BY ERICA KINGSTON
andereri@mnstate.edu

The semester is coming to
an end and for many students
that means a sigh of relief as
graduation offers an end to
homework mixed with working
multiple jobs and living in a
crappy apartment.
But graduation also brings
the dreaded question of,
“What’s next?” For two MSUM
students, graduate school was
the answer.
Senior Joely Davidson and
2010 graduate Justin Norris
decided to further their
education by becoming grad
students.
As a freshman in 2007,
Davidson was a liberal arts
major but soon changed to
women’s studies, the major she
will graduate with in May.
“As a senior I realized I

wanted to further my education
in counseling,” Davidson
said. “In order to become a
counselor, I have to go to
graduate school.”
After applying to five
different schools in North and
South Dakota, Davidson was
accepted by the University of
Mary - Fargo but is waiting
to hear from the other schools
before she makes her decision.
“Applying for grad school is
not the hard part,” she said. “It
is the waiting to hear if you got
accepted.”
Davidson will start the
two-year program to attain a
master’s in the fall and will
be focusing her studies on
counseling with an emphasis in
family and marriage.
After working in the field,
Davidson plans to go back for
further education, a plan that
Norris shares.

MSUM graduate programs
Minnesota State University Moorhead began offering
graduate programs in the summer of 1953 with Master
of Science in Education degrees in Elementary Teaching,
Elementary Administration and Secondary Teaching. The
first Master’s degrees were awarded in the summer of 1955.
MSUM now offers Master of Arts, Master of Fine Arts,
Master of Liberal Arts, Master of Science and Specialist
degrees and has conferred over 2,800 graduate degrees.
• Graduate certificate in literacy instruction
• Graduate certificate in literature for children and
young adults
• Graduate certificate in middle school education
• Graduate certificate in publishing
• Graduate certification teaching and learning with 		
technology
• Master of fine arts in creative writing
• Master of liberal arts
• Master of science in concealing and student affairs
• Master of science in curriculum and instruction
• Master of science in educational leadership
• Master of science in nursing
• Master of science in public, human services and 		
health administration
• Master of science in reading
• Master of science in school psychology
• Master of science in special education
• Master of science in speech-language pathology
• Specialist in educational leadership
• Specialist in school psychology
Source: http://www.mnstate.edu/home/departments/academic.htm

“I ultimately plan on
becoming a college professor
which means that I will have
to earn my Ph.D after finishing
my master’s degree,” Norris
said. “This will probably take
another three years worth of
school, bringing it to five years
total.”
Norris is working on
his master’s degree at the
University of Georgia at
Athens. His undergraduate
degree is bachelor’s in political
science from MSUM.
“I am deeply interested in
public affairs and worked for a
lot of political campaigns before
going to school,” Norris said.
“Studying political science is
just a natural extenuation of
those interests. I really enjoy
explaining political behavior
to people and wanted to learn
more myself.”
Unlike Davidson, Norris
found applying for graduate
schools to be frustrating.
“(It) was one of the most
stressful things I have ever had
to do,” he said. “Especially
since most of the schools are
not clear in what they are
looking for and I think many
schools are purposely vague as
to keep their options open.”
Out of the 10 schools Norris
applied for, he eventually
narrowed it down to two and
finally chose Georgia.
“I wanted to experience
living in another region of
the country,” Norris said.
“The University of Georgia is
highly regarded for its study of
American political institutions
and electoral behavior.”
For those thinking about
going to graduate school,
Norris has some tips to think
about:
• “It is not easy. I have to
read at least 800-1,000 pages
of material a week. And we are
not talking about light reading.
Generally, the readings come
from academic journals.
• Since it is a lot of work it
takes an incredible amount of
time. In other words your free
time becomes limited at best if
not non-existent.

Students Needed
• Assist an adult or child with special needs who live
independently in the community, afternoons, sleep
overnights & e/o weekend
• Great degree experience for Social Work, Psych or
Spec Ed students
• Apply online at www.accessrrv.org
• Saturday and Sunday staff needed. Earn wage plus
differential

Access of the Red River Valley
403 Center Ave 5th Floor
(US Bank Building)
Moorhead, MN 56560
218-233-3991
EEO/AA Employer

Curr Dr Lic/Ins/Clear background req.
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Joely Davidson will graduate in May and continue her education in graduate
school through the University of Mary.

• That being said, if you want
to continue your education and
are willing to work your butt
off it is worth it. It is not
only intellectually satisfying,
and personally enriching;
it also allows you to meet a
lot of interesting, driven and
intelligent people.
• For the undergrad that
spends their entire college
career trying to avoid interaction
with their professors graduate
school will be quite a shock
because graduate school is
about developing relationships,
not only with your fellow
students,
but
especially
with the professors. You are

expected to talk in class as
much as possible so long as
it is pertinent to the subject
at hand. More importantly
you are expected to work with
professors on original research
which moves the discipline
forward and works toward your
professional development. So
if you plan on going to grad
school I suggest starting to
work with your professors
now.”

REVIEW, FROM FRONT
Gorsline, dean of the university
college, “is to make sure the
first semester is a good one by
providing more support while at
the same time, students will be
in classes with everybody else.
We believe from the research that
we’ve done that this should be a
good model for our students.”
Gorsline said so far there has
been positive feedback about
individualized review.
“We just had our first Dragon
Days this Saturday,” Gorsline
said, “so we had our first
opportunity to talk directly to
parents and students about this
… the response of the parents
to a study skills class and more
closely monitoring these students
was very positive.”
Gorsline and Gracyk said the
individualized review process
will help accommodate for some

students that would have been
admitted through the Corrick
Center, but it is very different.
“I think the goals are similar,
it’s just a very different model,”
Gorsline said. “In the past, if a
student did not meet (automatic
admissions standards), they
could be admitted through the
Corrick Center. We are admitting
less students with lower ACT
scores and lower grades than
we did in the past, but we’re
providing more services to them
while they’re still integrated on
campus. So they’re not separate,
and we think that’ll be a positive
for the students who have been
individually reviewed.”

To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
ericaeanderson.blogspot.com

To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
charlyhaley.blogspot.com
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Oasis Cafe: A gem in a desert of bad lunches
BY MATT LECH
lechma@mnstate.edu

The Oasis Cafe in South Fargo is the
complete opposite of a mirage. A mirage,
of course, appears and remains until its
imaginary nature is revealed to the
disappointed traveler. The Oasis Cafe,
however is nearly impossible to see, but
when found will reward the visitor with a
very real and very delicious selection of
soups, sandwiches and paninis.
Tucked away on the side of the Hair
Success building at 1638 32nd Ave. S. in
Fargo, the Oasis Cafe doesn’t appear at
first to be in an ideal location. It does seem
something of an oasis in its strip-malled,
suburban surroundings. Far from any college
campus and only visible to those who know
where to look, the cafe presumably doesn’t
get much foot traffic. Perhaps this is for the
best, as there is something charming about
being in a nearly empty cafe.
The beef bruschetta panini, with its
thin slices of roast beef, swiss cheese and
bruschetta filling is excellent. Toasted
expertly by owner and chef Richard
Thompson, the panini came with chips and

three slices of apple, which was three more
slices of apple than I was expecting and
made me three slices of apple happier.
Thompson was a very good host, directing
attention to the free coffee and ensuring that
all was well with his customers. It made for
an enjoyably personal dining experience that
is difficult to come by.
The moderately Mediterranean interior
and the gentle music created a particularly
relaxing atmosphere in the petite cafe. There
are only five tables in the whole place, along
with an L-shaped counter lined with stools.
For a quiet midweek lunch, it is difficult to
imagine a better place.
The beef bruschetta panini was $8, which
unfortunately means that it isn’t a meal that
can be enjoyed every day on a typical college
budget. Nonetheless, it is absolutely worth
treating yourself to some afternoon.

To read more from this writer, view
his blog at
mattlech.blogspot.com
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The Oasis Cafe is located at 1638 32nd Ave. South in Fargo.

Deep-fried fun at Knights of Columbus
BY JOHN ENGER
engerjo@mnstate.edu

The Knights of Columbus isn’t what one might refer to as
a normal bar.
The first sight through the front door is a wall tiled
with neatly framed pictures of men wearing plumed hats,

capes and sashes. They all bear the same caption, “Faithful
Navigator,” leaving any non-knight to stop thinking about
popcorn shrimp and cold brew and start thinking about the
potential responsibilities of a “Navigator” that would require
him to wear a cape.
The ambiance only gets weirder from there. The place
is decorated with a disjointed amalgamation of the angular

ROBERT JACOBSON• The Advocate

Boy Scout Troop 626 serves burgers at the Knights of Columbus during a weekly Saturday burger cookout.

•
•
•
•
•

Alumni Mentorship
Program

Network with successful alumni
Explore your professional field
Acquire job search strategies
Learn about graduate and professional schools
Gain skills and confidence

Knights of Columbus crest, which appears on clocks, plaques
and ominous old black lettered documents mounted above
tables, and the MSUM logo, which is on two neon sings,
banners and a football helmet above the bar. On the one
hand, it seems like the headquarters of some mysterious
organization; on the other, it looks like the official bar of
MSUM.
The clientele was divided in equal proportion to the decor.
There were the older gray-haired gentlemen, the actual
Knights of Columbus, who sat at the bar, chatting with the
bartender and occasionally arm wrestling. Then there was
roughly half of the MSUM English department, including
professors — a unique combination of the old and the
literary.
The food, it must be said, seemed like an afterthought —
like the sad little kid whose cool older brothers Beer and
Good Company left him at home on their way out for a night
on the town. The menu is a 6-by-8-inch laminated card in one
of those clear plastic stands. There are only about a dozen
items, mostly deep-fried appetizers, which at least makes
decision making easy.
The beer-battered shrimp was tasty and $4.75, which
is reasonable. They came hot, if a little late, with copious
amounts of tartar sauce.
The popcorn chicken came as golf ball-sized nodules
of deep-fat-fried batter with a half-inch cube of chicken at
the center. Oddly enough, they were amazing, in a guilty
pleasure sort of way. $4.50 seemed like a pretty good value.
In terms of cold beverage, they had all the standbys on
tap or by the bottle. Coors, Bud, Miller, and for the classy,
Guinness — all for pretty average prices.
The Knights of Columbus isn’t really about the food. The
food is passable, even enjoyable, but just not the point. The
company is the point — and perhaps the plumed hats.
The Knights of Columbus is located next to Hornbacher’s
and across from Walgreens on Main Avenue in Moorhead.
To read more from this writer, view his blog at
blockplane.blogspot.com

Shape your future by getting involved today.
To apply for the Alumni Mentorship
Program or to learn more visit:

www.mnstate.edu/career/mentorship
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Suicide warning signs

Untreated depression is the
number one cause for suicide.
• Appearing depressed or sad
most of the time
• Talking or writing about
death or suicide
• Withdrawing from family and
friends
• Feeling hopeless
• Feeling helpless
• Feeling strong anger or rage
• Feeling trapped — like there
is no way out of a situation
• Experiencing dramatic mood
changes
• Abusing drugs or alcohol
• Exhibiting a change in
personality
• Acting impulsively
• Losing interest in most
activities
• Experiencing a change in
sleeping habits
• Experiencing a change in
eating habits
• Performing poorly at work or
in school
• Giving away prized
possessions
• Writing a will
• Feeling excessive guilt or
shame
• Acting recklessly
Source: suicide.org
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Suicide prevention
week spreads hope
BY RACHEL LEINGANG
leingara@mnstate.edu

Dragon Entertainment Group, typically tasked
with bringing music, speakers and other events to
campus, is taking a step toward something more
meaningful with its latest venture.
Suicide prevention week, April 10-15, will feature
a variety of events aimed at raising awareness and
reaching out to those struggling.
“Suicide is hard for people to be open about,”
said Megan Nitschke, speakers coordinator for
Dragon Entertainment Group. “If someone’s feeling
depressed or is somewhat connected to it and it’s
hard to deal with, that’s where we want to show that
you are loved. There’s a large group of support on
campus and you don’t have to feel alone.”
Billy McDonald, marketing coordinator for The
Group, was inspired to implement the awareness
week in honor of a former rugby teammate who
completed suicide.
“It’s important for everyone to take action and it’s
important for everyone to be educated,” McDonald
said. “It’s a great commission for every person to
look out for their fellow man.”
The week will include a silent auction, volleyball
tournament, panel of speakers and dance. All
funds raised will be donated to the Susie Hanson
Memorial Fund, which supports the American
Foundation for Suicide Prevention.
“We just really want students to try to get

involved with the week,” Nitschke said. “You don’t
necessarily have to seek out anything – we’re going
to try to bring this awareness to you. We want
students to attend the events, but really we want to
create a good, positive feeling for campus.”
Providing an open environment for those
struggling in any way with suicide – suicidal
thoughts, losing a loved one to suicide – is the main
goal of the events.
“We’re above that level where we can opt out
of responsibility because of age,” McDonald said.
“We’re adults – social responsibility is being placed
in our hands and I think this is one of our many
callings as educated youth.”
“If we reach one student that we positively affect,
that’s success,” Nitschke said. “We just really hope
that promoting this awareness, we’re going to reach
out to students that are losing hope. I hope students
can feel the message we’re going to spread so we
can do it more years to come.”

Suicide Prevention Week events:

Sunday-Friday: the “Very Loud” Silent Auction
Monday: Volleyball Tournament, 2 p.m. at Dahl
Courts
Wednesday: Suicide Awareness Speaker, 7 p.m. in
CMU 101
Friday: “Mean Girls” Spring Fling, 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
rachelleingang.blogspot.com

Fargo’s weather officially sucks
BY KELSIE O’KEEFE
okeeke@mnstate.edu

2009 flood waters seen from the Moorhead Center Mall.

Advocate file photo

Despite subzero temperatures,
white-out blizzards, short summers
and of course, flooding, Fargo’s
weather seems to be a point of pride
among residents, not just small talk.
Now, Fargo’s proud residents have
something more to talk about than
cold feet and wet homes.
Fargo began weather.com’s
America’s Toughest Weather City
competition strong and persistent,
just like its winter storms. It
beat cities from Michigan and
Minnesota, and earned 77 percent
of the vote against Juneau, Ala. in
the final four.
Weather.com
provided
information on each city, asking
who has tougher weather when
considering cold, heat, humidity,
rain, snow, wind, fog, severe

thunderstorms,
tornadoes,
hurricanes and, who could forget,
flood risk.
Among
Fargo’s
weather
repertoire was:
• Bitter cold, windy, spring flood
risk
• Four of the top seven floods on
record since 2001
• 48 days of subzero weather
• 14 days of 90 plus heat
• Average annual snowfall of 46
inches
Winners were determined by a
poll of visitors to the America’s
Toughest Weather City website,
where over 847,000 votes were
tabulated over the course of the
contest.
Despite 64 notorious nationwide
competitors, Fargo’s final round
win wasn’t surprising. The city
went into the final four round
having received twice as many
overall votes as its competition.
Like its summers, Fargo just
squeaked though the final matchup,
receiving 29,837 votes to Bradford,
Pa.’s 25,575.
“The combination of the city’s
infamous blizzards, extreme cold
and spring floods proved too much
for Bradford, Pa., in the final,”
The Weather Channel stated on its
website.
“We deserve it,” Fargo
Convention and Visitors Bureau
president/CEO Cole Carley told the
Forum. “I think it says something
about the determination and the
hardiness of the people up here.
And, you know, this is a challenging
climate, and it challenges you,
but it also rewards you with some
beautiful days in every season,
along with some not so beautiful
days.”
To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
kelsieokeefe.blogspot.com

Fee increase
proposed for
sustainability
BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

As part of a campus effort to
improve sustainability, it has been
proposed to increase the student
green fee to hire a sustainability
coordinator.
The $3 student green fee was
created in 2003, said Al Breuer,
MSUM safety administrator
and chair of the sustainable
campus initiative committee. The
money from this fee is used for
environmental and sustainability
projects on campus. Breuer
said any department or student
organization can fill out a funding
request to receive green fee money
through SCIC.
The original proposal was to
increase the green fee from the
current $3 per semester to $7
per semester for funds to hire a
sustainability coordinator. As the
proposal further developed, it was
decided to lower the increase to a
$2 increase, meaning the proposed
green fee is $5 per semester.
Robert Trefethren, Student
Senate campus affairs chair, said
students will have the opportunity
to vote for whether they support
this increase on the ballot for
Student Senate elections. The
ballot will be available April 11-15
at mnstate.edu/studentsenate. If a
majority of students vote in favor,
the fee will be increased.
“As the classroom curriculums
have expanded,” Breuer said,
“there’s more and more students
interested in sustainability, and
they get turned loose by the
faculty to go work on special
projects.”
Those projects would be aided
and organized by the sustainability
coordinator. Breuer said part of
the job would fill out grants for
more funding for these projects, in
addition to the green fee money.
The idea for a sustainability
coordinator was proposed last year.
Breuer, Trefethren and MSUM
student Nileendra Abeywardene
primarily designed the position,
based on researching other college
sustainability coordinators and
MSUM’s sustainability needs.
“Basically we found what we
thought would be best for the
school here,” Trefethren said,
“and then wrote up our own type
of model.”
Some departments and student
organizations that have benefitted
from green fee funding are the
Network for Environmentally
Educated Dragons, the Dragon
Entertainment Group, Public
Safety and the chemistry and
biochemistry
departments.
Additionally,
Breuer
said
academics put together and passed
sustainability major a couple of
months ago.
Breuer said there are many
things SCIC does with the green
fee money to improve campus,
but people don’t always know
about it.
“We’re saving — I think last
year, or this past year — over
$900,000 in energy costs just
by using different technology,”
Breuer said.
Both Breuer and Trefethren
said building the sustainability
effort could help bring recognition
to MSUM.
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Student Senate election
“Vote for a
better tomorrow.”

“Of the students.
By the students.
For the students.”
Kimberly Ehrlich for President

Ashley Hoeck for President

Chu Yi for Vice President

BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

Student Senate is holding
elections from April 11 to 15, with
two groups campaigning for the
executive positions.
Junior Ashley Hoeck and junior
Kimberly Ehrlich are running for
president.
Junior Tyler Anderson is
running alongside Hoeck for vice
president. Ehrlich’s running mates
are sophomore Chu Yi for vice
president and junior Shaneabbas
Raza for treasurer.
Hoeck is a pre-med triplemajor in biology, psychology
and criminal justice, minoring
in chemistry. She is currently an
off-campus representative and the
marketing and public relations
chair on Student Senate.
Anderson is a sociology major,
and currently a representative of
the college of social and natural
sciences on Student Senate.
Hoeck and Anderson have
worked together on several
Student Senate projects.
“We like taking action,” Hoeck
said. “We don’t like just hearing
the same answer over and over
again and saying ‘well, hopefully
someone will follow-up on that,’
you know, we can be the ones to
follow-up on it and really make
change here on campus.”

Shaneabbas Raza for Treasurer

This year they worked to get a
polling place on campus, and the
polling location should be ready
by the 2012 presidential elections.
“Ashley and I are the ones
that actually laid the groundwork
and sent the emails and did the
communication,”
Anderson
said. “The polling place thing
is something that’s been talked
about in (Student) Senate for a
long time, but Ashley and I have
been working for the last year to
lay the groundwork and to form
the relationships to actually make
it happen.”
They also worked to get larger
cigarette disposal containers on
campus because the old ones
would fill up quickly. Anderson
said the larger containers will help
make the campus look better and
make less work for the grounds
crew.
One of Hoeck and Anderson’s
goals is for Student Senate to form
a stronger relationship with the
F-M community.
For more information on their
campaign, email hoeckas@
mnstate.edu or andersotyl@
mnstate.edu.
Ehrlich is double-majoring in
English education and English
writing. She is currently the vice
president of Student Senate.
Chu is an international business
major and currently an off-campus

Tyler Anderson for Vice President

Students can vote for
Student Senate April 11 - 15
online at www.mnstate.
edu/studentsenate.

representative on Student Senate.
Raza is majoring in biology
and minoring in chemistry,
and currently the national
communications coordinator for
the residence halls.
“Next year our plan for Student
Senate would be to completely
integrate Student Senate more
fully with the student body,”
Ehrlich said. “Our whole thing is
unity. Unity on campus between
student orgs., students and
administration.”
They said they will also strive
to help students handle MSUM’s
decreasing budget.
“I believe with expertise and
with the abilities that we have,”
Raza said, “we will be able to talk
to students, work with students,
and on top of that, actually
maximize the revenue, as well as
minimize expenditure.”
As current vice president,

Ehrlich already has executive
experience on Student Senate. She
has chaired three meetings this
year.
“I’ve been really involved in
executive work this year,” she
said, “and I feel like that prepares
me.”
Ehrlich also said because she
has been on Student Senate for
three years, she has seen the work
of three different presidents and
hopes to improve on that.
Ehrlich said she, Chu and Raza
will make a good team because
of their different experiences and
abilities.
“I think our exec. board
proposal is unique,” Ehrlich said,
“because I’ve been on (Student)
Senate for a long time and I have
that perspective; Shane has been
on a different (Student) Senate
when he went on National Student
Exchange, and he provides those

COSMETOLOGY | ESTHETICS | NAIL TECHNOLOGY | MASSAGE THERAPY

DAY & EVENING
COURSES AVAILABLE

Financial aid available for students who qualify.

ADMISSIONS
MENU OF SERVICES
$11
701.478.1772 x104 Haircut
Color
$25
Highlights
$35
APPOINTMENTS
Manicure
$15
Pedicure
$21
701.451.9100
Facial Treatment
$20
www.tspaFargo.com
All services performed by supervised students.
Above starting prices above may vary according
to student level.

ideas. He also is completely
integrated in the on-campus
housing, which we don’t see a
lot of in our Senate for exec. ...
And of course Chu Yi adds even
more to that with his diversity
knowledge, and he has so many
friends around campus as well,
and he’s been on (Student) Senate
long enough to see what’s going
on, but also to add to that as well.”
For more information on their
campaign, email ehrlichki@
mnstate.edu, chuyi@mnstate.edu
or razash@mnstate.edu.
At noon on April 11 there will
be an open forum and rally for all
of the Student Senate candidates
on the campus mall.
Students can vote for Student
Senate from April 11 to 15 online at
www.mnstate.edu/studentsenate.
To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
charlyhaley.blogspot.com
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Dragon Fire Walk: Biggest athletic
fundraising effort of the school year
BY MICHAEL SMITH
smithmi@mnstate.edu

www.dragonwalk.com

The athletics department
and all its entities are pulling
together for the 6th annual
Dragon Fire Walk for Athletics
set to kickoff on April 15 in the
Nemzek Fieldhouse.
The Dragon Walk is the
biggest athletic fundraising
effort of the year and its purpose
is to raise money for MSUM
athletic scholarships.
All student athletes and
department staff members along
with members of the Hendrix
Health Educators, volunteer for
the event with help from student
organizations and outside
sponsors.
Dragon Fire is an organization
that fundraises for MSUM
athletics.
According to the Dragon Walk
brochure, “successful recruiting
efforts,
winning
records,
conference
championships,
national tournament berths and
academic success are a direct
result of the financial support
our teams receive.”
The race portion of the event
consists of three different
durations: 5K, 10K and 10
miles. The 10-mile distance is
also the length for the 2-person
relay race and there is also a
non-competitive 5K walk and
youth fun run.
“Our numbers seem to be
down a little bit from last year,”
said Gloria Riopelle, assistant
to the athletics director. “I think
all of them are about half of

what they were last year. We do
have late registration and I have
a feeling that … we are going to
get (swamped).”
The Dragon Fire Walk is open
to everyone looking to support
athletics.
“It is an event that can be allinclusive,” Riopelle said. “The
community, students and the
faculty can all participate in it.”
Last year the event raised a
total of $152,000 for athletic
scholarships.
“The amount is going to
probably be less than last
year,” Riopelle said.
“We
don’t anticipate breaking that
($152,000), that was a record.”
With numbers down and an
imminent flood, one concern for
the event is the weather.
“We have the flood looming
over our heads,” Riopelle said.
“Last year on our weekend, we
had a 65-degree day. And now
we have snow and rain. I’m
thinking it is a factor.”
The Dragon Fire Walk has
continued to evolve since its
inaugural year in 2006. This
year, the event coordinators
have made a plethora of changes.
The ceremonial walk has been
moved from Saturday night to
Friday. A spaghetti dinner will
also be on Friday; the meal is
open to anyone who registers
ahead of time. Registration for
any Dragon Walk event can be
done at www.dragonwalk.com.
Also new this year, 106.9 The
Eagle will be broadcasting live
from the fieldhouse Friday and
Saturday night.

The athletics department has
also taken on a new sponsor,
The Fargo Running Company,
and they are marketing the
event as a great training race
for the Fargo Marathon.
Four people have been chosen
as Dragon Walk leaders, two
athletes and two external
community figures with an
MSUM connection.
The external leaders for the
walk are John Haugo Ph.D, a
1957 graduate of MSUM and
Kerstin Kealy, a 1997 alumna
and news anchor at WDAY-TV
in Fargo. The athletes chosen
for the position are 2010 athlete
of the year and current track and
field star Anthony Enyi and Ann
Gusewelle, a former member
of the MSUM swimming and
diving squad. Gusewelle was
also named 2010 athlete of the
year.
The Nemzek area will be
buzzing with excitement off of
the race route as well. Games
Galore will have a youth area
and the football team will be
scrimmaging at 3 p.m.
“We would love to have
volunteers,” Riopelle said. “We
are pretty well-covered but
there are a few gaps we could
fill in.”
For more information on
volunteering,
registering
or donations visit www.
dragonwalk.com
To read more from this
writer, view his blog at
smithmi.blogspot.com

Block Party promotes school spirit, athletics
BY MICHAEL SMITH
smithmi@mnstate.edu

Step-by-step,
block-byblock or mile-by-mile, the
participants of the 2011 Dragon
Fire Walk for Athletics will
hear cheers from students as
part of the Block Party event
being put on by Nemzek Noize.
Student organizations, clubs
or just groups of friends can
to be part of the event by
joining together and providing
encouragement
as
the
participants go past.
“Any group of kids that sign
up … I will assign them a block
around the route,” Dragon
Fire Walk committee member
Andrew McKenzie said. “We
will probably start with the
bigger corners — the parts of
the route that everyone runs
through.”
Student groups will be
scattered throughout the route
to show their support for
runners and MSUM athletics.

“Show up in some of your
Dragon garb and let the city
of Moorhead know that this
is our event,” McKenzie said.
“Let the runners know that this
is MSUM and show that the
money they are putting forward
goes toward athletics but also
that there is actual support for
athletics.”
This is the first year for
the Block Party event and
McKenzie said he would be
happy if 10 percent of the
organizations or clubs on
campus participated.
“(Nemzek Noize) is viewed
as one of the more prominent
student sprit organizations,
so I looked at it as what if
Nemzek Noize withdrew from
competing for something like
this and really encountered
other organizations to go out
there and make some noise or
be a little rowdy.”
Nemzek Noize will present
a large engraved glass plaque

to the group that shows the
most spirit and shouts the most
encouragement during the
event. A member of Nemzek
Noize will be traveling around
the course to observe the student
groups and their participation.
“The emails I have sent out
have really been challenging
people to step up and find out
who is the next best (spirit
squad),” McKenzie said.
Nemzek Noize is also looking
into providing a prize to the
first student finisher.
Last
year,
members
of Nemzek Noize were
volunteering
as
traffic
controllers while cheering for
the runners during the races.
“The runners last year were
super appreciative anytime they
knew you were cheering for
them,” McKenzie said. “The
people that made their second
lap through, you could tell they
appreciated it.”
Small or large groups are

submitted photo

welcomed to register along
with people just looking to
support MSUM athletics and
cheer on the participants.
“One goal I have is to really
try and replicate, on a smaller
scale, what happens at the end
of the Fargo Marathon when
you come in and there is a
huge crowd,” McKenzie said.

“It would be awesome to have
an energetic atmosphere as
they cross the finish line and
really give them that sense of
accomplishment.”
To read more from this
writer, view his blog at
smithmi.blogspot.com
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Tennis to end regular season, face Concordia
BY MICHAEL SMITH
smithmi@mnstate.edu

The MSUM tennis team
finishes its regular season against
cross-town rival Concordia
College on April 12.
The team is currently 6-6
on the season and the Dragons
look to finish the season with a
positive record.
“It will be nice, I don’t know
if we have done that in the
last 10 years,” said coach Gary
Harris who is in his 16th year
as women’s tennis coach. “The
season has gone very well, I’m
very happy with where we are at
this point.”
After starting out the season
a little shaky, the Dragons have
won five of the last six matches
and have righted the ship and
gained momentum.
“A lot of it has to do with
who we are playing,” Harris said.
“We are playing better. Before
spring break, we played really
well on our trip to Bemidji and
Duluth.”
In their last match, the Dragons
held the University of Minnesota
Crookston scoreless as they
were victorious 9-0.
“I would say, as a team,
lately we’ve been stepping it up
when we need to,” senior Susan
Gilkerson said.
The season for the Dragons has
been cut short for “economic”
reasons.
“We scheduled fewer matches
this year and didn’t go on a
spring trip,” Harris said.
The team needs to rise to the
occasion against Concordia as
the Cobbers defeated the Dragons

last season 6-3 in the final match
of the season.
“Concordia traditionally has
been very strong,” Harris said.
“They have a nice program; they
have a lot of quality kids. That
will be tough match for us.”
The Dragons are at a slight
disadvantage against Concordia
as the match is going to be played
outside.

“

I would say, as a team,
lately we’ve been stepping it
up when we need to.
Senior Susan Gilkerson
The team has been practicing
indoors at Courts Plus in Fargo.
The natural elements are the
biggest difficulty when playing
outside.
“There is a huge difference,”
senior Jenna Miller said. “There
is an issue with water, as always.
Courts get really slippery with
water. Wind is a huge factor, it
determines where your ball goes
and how it floats.”
Miller and Gilkerson are
doubles partners and the only
two seniors on the team this
season.
“It was bittersweet on (April
1) when we played (our final
conference match together)
because we are doubles partners
and we are both seniors,” Miller
said.
The combination of Gilkerson
and Miller are 3-4 in doubles
play this season and winners of
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Senior Susan Gilkerson practices at Courts Plus in South Fargo on Monday night.

their last two matches together.
Gilkerson was defeated in
singles play against Concordia
last season but was successful in
doubles with her partner Emily
Delaney.
Both seniors look back fondly
on their time in the MSUM tennis
program.
“You meet a lot of good friends
in tennis, it is kind of your whole
life during the season,” Gilkerson
said.
The Dragons will compete in
the conference tournament once
the season is completed.

PAID Summmer

Internship

{

Available in the MSUM
Marketing Department

}

Seeking a highly motivated
student with strong writing,

To read more from this
writer, view his blog at
smithmi.blogspot.com

communication and
organizational skills to work
up to 40 hours per week
in the MSUM Marketing
department during Summer
2011. Possible extension into
2011-12 academic year.

SPORTS EDITOR
WANTED

The Advocate is looking for a sports
editor for next school year.
If interested in the position, contact
sports editor Michael Smith at
smithmi@mnstate.edu or
stop by The Advocate office

Position Description:
The position will involve writing print and web
copy, conducting interviews, contributing
to marketing campaigns and participating
in design- and brand-related activities.
Great opportunity for a creative, motivated
individual looking to build a creative portfolio.
Position Requirements:
Knowledge of marketing and design
principles, web publishing, Microsoft Office
and Adobe products a plus. Preference
will be given to juniors and seniors in
Mass Communications, English or Graphic
Communications. Please send a cover letter,
resume and two samples of your work to
marketingteam@mnstate.edu.
Application deadline:
April 21, 2011

MSU Moorhead

Back Page

Lending a hand:

WATER, FROM FRONT

Sandbagging efforts take off

CHRIS FRANZ • chrisfranzphoto.blogspot.com
A community in south Moorhead worked together on Tuesday to build a dike out of sandbags. To volunteer, report to
Nemzek from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

Services

FREE Pregnancy testing
and confirmation
www.firstchoiceclinic.com
or 701.237.6530

For Rent

Large 2 Bedroom
apartments for lease
starting June 1st. $300 per
month summer rate, goes
to 475 per month in the
fall. Or start August 1st at
$475 per month. Heat and
water paid.
Call Jon @ 218-790-4866.

For Rent

For Rent

Reserve your apartment or
house now for
2011 school year.
Many options available.
1,2,3 bedroom apartments
3,4,5 bedroom houses
Washer/Dryers and
parking included
Units available near
MSUM, NDSU, Concordia
We update our website
everyday. Log on or call
today for a showing.
RKAK Realty & Property
Management, Inc
www.RkakRentals.com
Phone: 218-227-0000

For Rent

RECENTLY
REDECORATED
3 bedroom apartment, heat
and water paid, off street
parking. This is a crime
free building, no smoking,
no pets. $650/mo.
218-233-1545 or
218-233-5026.

1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS near MSUM.
$385 - $540 based on
size and location.
Heat and Water Paid,
NO PETS.
Call Patty at the Property
Shop 701-238-2284

Mexican Village is now
hiring part-time servers
and cooks. Experience
prefered. Apply in person.
814 Main Ave. Fargo

Looking for Fun
Individuals to work at
a new bar opening in
downtown Fargo. The
Pickled Parrot is coming
soon. If you are an
experienced Bartender
or Server come join our
team. If you don’t have
experience but want to
learn you can apply too.
Email Mark Riggs at
royallanes@yahoo.com
to apply.

Employment

Employment

Female student wanted to
help with 89-year-old lady.
Would live-in and work
2-3 shifts per week for
free rent. Located across
the street from campus
in a big house. For more
information call 277-5652.
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small amounts of ozone gas through
the water. Since ozone is a very
reactive molecule, it causes reactions
that break down organic matter.
This process won Moorhead’s
water utility Minnesota’s best
tasting water award for the past two
years running.
“We do lime softening, then
we go through an ozone process
and then we filter the water,” Hall
said. “And some of the bigger
utilities in the state will do the lime
softening such as we do. They’ll
do the filtration part, but we are the
only plant in Minnesota that has the
ozone and that’s really what does
a really good job as far as taste
and odor and putting out real good
water.”
The process that turns out 4.25
million gallons of award-winning
water daily is somehow disrupted by
the flood. Exactly why is a mystery,
but there are a few theories.
“We did see (on March 26)
something come through on the Red
(River) which we picked up with our
instrumentation,” Hall said. “(There
were) high levels of organics that
came through for about a 12-hour
window and that’s what we figure
got into our system. We made the
decision to switch to more well

water during that time (and) kept up
in terms of all the EPA requirements
to make sure it’s safe and so forth.”
The switch to well water gives
rise to another odor theory. During
flood season the water plant goes
from using 85 percent river water
to only using about one-third river
water and two-thirds well water,
which should not be affected by
runoff or organic compounds in
the river.
It could be that the flood season
taste is really just a matter of
personal taste.
“Every town’s water has its own
specific taste that people get used
to,” Hall said. “We’ve had some
complaints a few times when we
have switched to 100 percent well
water because people are used to
the taste of our treated river water.”
Theories aside, the Moorhead
water plant is taking steps to fix the
flood flavor problem.
“One, we are going to try to
identify what those compounds
are,” Hall said. “Two, we’ll do an
evaluation to figure out if there
is technology out there, maybe do
some testing to see, you know, what
that would cost and see if we can
address it. It’s not an easy problem
to solve.”

Suicide Prevention Week
April 10 -15

Sunday - Friday

• April 10 -15 The “Very Loud” Silent Auction
• April 11

Volleyball Tourney - Dahl Courts - 2pm

• April 13

Suicide Prevention Speaker Panel - CMU 101

• April 15

“Mean Girls” Spring Fling Dance - 9pm-1am

All the donations made during the week, and those
collected from the silent auction, will go towards the
American Foudation for Suicide Prevention.

Employment

We now offer
computer repair services.
Call now to inquire about:

- Virus & Spyware removal
- Hardware upgrades
- Software troubleshooting
- Home networking setup
- Free Consultaion

